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TOPIC 1: INTRODUCTION TO EVIDENCE  
• Functions of rules of evidence = regulate what material court may consider in determining 

factual issues, how material is to be presented in the court & how court actually goes about 
task of deciding on factual issues on basis of the evidence 

• Not all relevant evidence is admissible  
• Tribunal of fact = judge/jury 
 
‘Law of Evidence’ 
• The regulation of materials a court may consider in determining factual issues in terms of its 

presentation, admissibility and use. 
• Presentation: how we lead & adduce evidence (what evidence to use & the procedure, which 

witnesses to call, how to question & how not to; role of the court) 
• Admissibility: not all facts are permitted to be relied upon by the tribunal of fact; judge filters 

the evidence through mandatory & discretionary rules of exclusion (often prosecution 
biased). 

• Use: matters of proof (credibility, weight, degrees of relevance (inductively/deductively), 
inferences (rational conclusions drawn), presumptions, etc.) 

 
2015 FGM Case - R v Vaziri (No 4) [2015] 

Facts: ⇒ Minority family amongst Shia Muslim community in Wollongong  
⇒ Cleric, mother & nurse from community charged with female genital 

mutilation  
⇒ Evidence against them was statements made by children at school 
⇒ Children examined by medical practitioners as to whether any FGM had 

occurred – doctor didn’t find any evidence of material change to the girls 
– no physical proof of any FGM  

⇒ Doctor said it might have happened but could not say for sure  
⇒ Legislation doesn’t make distinction b/w 4 types of FGM 
⇒ Consent is not a defence even if over age of 18 
⇒ Another item of evidence was the discussions made b/w parents of 

children – recorded by police without children/parent’s knowledge – 
didn’t mention anything about FGM but mentioned something about 
procedure applied to girls when young & seems to suggest they were 
trying to cover up something they had done  

⇒ Parents said there was a symbolic ceremony where scissors placed on 
genitals 

⇒ Testimony of children themselves – compelled to testify against parents 
& in their testimony they said they couldn’t remember all details b/c of 
age but remember feeling some pain/heat 

⇒ Cleric, mother & nurse found guilty  
⇒ Issue of requiring actus rea but doctor couldn’t say whether FGM 

occurred or not  
⇒ Burden of proof – generally on prosecution – no BRD could be 

established by medical expert  
Judgement: ⇒  Is tribunal of fact bound to follow testimony of expert? No – nothing to 

compel jury in this case to follow any particular witness, free to decide 
how they wish to decide & what evidence they will/not rely on, so long 
as evidence has gone beyond certain threshold 



⇒ In evidence law, rules of competence & compellability – generally 
presumption of competence 

⇒ In compellability, discretion given to Court not to compel children to 
testify against parents (look at value of evidence, whether it will affect 
parent/child r/ship, whether other evidence available) 

⇒ Clear from observers that whole process was traumatic for children 
testifying – must look at nature of harm (doctor said harm was minimal) 

 
Why Law of Evidence? 
• Vs. system of ‘free proof’ (e.g. – in some civil law countries like Sweden) – left to judge  
• Consistency, uniformity, guide DM to follow reasoning process more likely to achieve a 

factually accurate outcome/help to avoid miscarriages of justice 
• Facilitates fact-finding on rational grounds 
• Presumes logical connections & r/ships b/w facts – but generally based on probabilities, not 

certainties 
• Inductive (building up to general conclusion – look at connection b/w facts which build up) 

logical techniques more than deductive (go from general premise to particular conclusion, 
though cf bad character evidence) 

• Generally, evidence law follows inductive logic except in bad character evidence  
• Concept of ‘relevance’ acts as the logical gatekeeper: does this evidence affect 

(directly/indirectly) the probability of the existence of this fact in issue (referring to those 
facts in which party must prove to win their case – contested facts)? 

• Facilitate access to all relevant info to allow rational fact-finding 
• This means, in principle, the court should have before it all relevant evidence – and as a 

corollary – should not exclude relevant evidence (though there may be principled objections 
to certain types of evidence) 

• Does not mean that all relevant evidence will be available before the court – little control 
over what witnesses say & whether they will come forward. Some evidence might also be 
deliberately suppressed by law enforcement authorities. 

• Discourage irrational fact-finding  
• Active steps taken to prevent/limit irrational DM processes by tribunals of fact – evidence 

might be relevant, but given inappropriate weight by jurors e.g. – bad character evidence. So 
there exist rules to restrict the use of this type of evidence & exclude it where the dangers of 
prejudice from irrational fact-finding are seen as too great. 
o To secure a ‘just’ determination of proceedings, i.e. – a ‘fair trial’ 

• Accurate fact-finding  
• Protection of rights – especially in criminal proceedings (e.g. – presumption of innocence, 

rules on burden of proof, right to confront witnesses, etc.) 
o To preserve the integrity of the proceedings: rules mandating exclusion in cases of 

coercion, for example 
o To ensure an economic & efficient trial  

 
1.1 The Trial Process 

• Adversarial context (with modifications) 
• Principle of party control – call any witness, question any witness (ss 27 & 29, UEA) 
• Courts act as umpire & filter; but master of its own proceedings. Regulates through 

power of abuse of process (s 11 UEA); regulates manner of questioning witnesses & 
behaviour (s 26 UEA) 



• Different rules for different stages of the trial 
o Examination in Chief 
o Cross-examination 
o Re-examination (s 28 UEA) 

 
EA SS 11 
11 General powers of a court 
(1) The power of a court to control the conduct of a proceeding is not affected by this 

Act, except so far as this Act provides otherwise expressly or by necessary 
intendment. 

(2) In particular, the powers of a court with respect to abuse of process in a proceeding 
are not affected. 

 
EA  26-29 
26 Court’s control over questioning of witnesses 
The court may make such orders as it considers just in relation to: 
(a) the way in which witnesses are to be questioned, and 
(b) the production and use of documents and things in connection with the questioning 

of witnesses, and 
(c) the order in which parties may question a witness, and 
(d) the presence and behaviour of any person in connection with the questioning of 

witnesses. 
 

27 Parties may question witnesses 
A party may question any witness, except as provided by this Act. 

 
28 Order of examination in chief, cross-examination and re-examination 
Unless the court otherwise directs: 
(a) cross-examination of a witness is not to take place before the examination in chief of 

the witness, and 
(b) re-examination of a witness is not to take place before all other parties who wish to 

do so have cross-examined the witness. 
 

29 Manner and form of questioning witnesses and their responses 
(1) A party may question a witness in any way the party thinks fit, except as provided by 

this Chapter or as directed by the court. 
(2) A court may, on its own motion or on the application of the party that called the 

witness, direct that the witness give evidence wholly or partly in narrative form. 
(3) Such a direction may include directions about the way in which evidence is to be 

given in that form. 
(4) Evidence may be given in the form of charts, summaries or other explanatory 

material if it appears to the court that the material would be likely to aid its 
comprehension of other evidence that has been given or is to be given. 

 
1.2 Background to the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) and (NSW) 

• 5 chapters: Ch 1: introductory matters, Ch 2: “adducing” of evidence, Ch 3: 
“admissibility” of evidence, Ch 4: proof, Ch 5: miscellaneous matters  

• Not yet adopted across all of Australia – operates in NSW, Vic, Tas, Norfolk Island, 
ACT & NT 

• Gradual adoption by states 



• Note important differences with Tasmania (e.g. – ss 113-115 absent, plus additional s 
127A) 

• Common law & overlapping statutes made EL too complex, difficult to find plus 
occasionally incoherent & irrational 

• ALRC Reform Proposal – stated in 1979, completed in 1987 with a draft Evidence 
Bill. But not enacted by Cth & NSW until 1995. 

 
Dispensing with the rules of Evidence 
• S 190. Court can dispense with some of the rules of evidence if the parties consent ( 

e.g. – ss 59 – 112) – but special protections for the accused in criminal cases. The 
court must be ‘satisfied’, at the least, that the accused understands the significance of 
the waiver or D advised by her Australian legal counsel. 

• Cant dispense with: competence & compellability, oaths & affirmations, rules on 
relevance, identification evidence, privileges & discretions to exclude, rules relating to 
proof & the ‘miscellaneous’ rules 

 
Focus on Admissibility 
• All irrelevant facts are inadmissible 
• Not all relevant facts are admissible 
• Once relevant à evidence assumed admissible unless party objects to admission of 

evidence  
• Is the fact relevant? 

o If so, it is admissible unless the Act excludes it b/c of the operation of an 
exclusionary rule  

• Where relevance is ‘tenuous’, courts have a discretion whether to admit or to exclude 
• Where Act holds fact relevant & admissible, that obtains irrespective of a ruling to 

the contrary in the CL 
 

1.3 Relationships b/w the Evidence Acts, the Common Law & Other Statutes 
• The Act is not a code of the law of evidence 
• Held that Ch 3 of the Act constitutes a code which means that the common law rules 

relating to admissibility are abrogated  
• Does not affect operation of other statutes (s 8) – so differences b/w states can still 

arise 
• Common law cans till apply if EA does not expressly or impliedly override CL (s 9). 

Still some areas where CL expressly preserved, e.g. – CL power to dispense with rules 
of evidence for interlocutory proceedings. 

• Common law interpretation of the Acts – leads to differentiation b/w jurisdictions – 
notwithstanding preference for ‘natural & ordinary meaning’ of statutory words. 
 

EA SS 8, 9  
8 Operation of other Acts 
This Act does not affect the operation of the provisions of any other Act. 
 
9 Application of common law and equity 
(1) This Act does not affect the operation of a principle or rule of common law or equity 

in relation to evidence in a proceeding to which this Act applies, except so far as this 
Act provides otherwise expressly or by necessary intendment. 

(2) Without limiting subsection (1), this Act does not affect the operation of such a 



principle or rule so far as it relates to any of the following: 
(a) admission or use of evidence of reasons for a decision of a member of a jury, or 

of the deliberations of a member of a jury in relation to such a decision, in a 
proceeding by way of appeal from a judgment, decree, order or sentence of a 
court, 

(b) the operation of a legal or evidential presumption that is not inconsistent with 
this Act, 

(c) a court’s power to dispense with the operation of a rule of evidence or procedure 
in an interlocutory proceeding. 

 
Note : This section differs from section 9 of the Commonwealth Act. That section 
preserves the written and unwritten laws of States and Territories in relation to various 
matters. 
 
‘The non-uniformity of the “uniform” Evidence Acts and their effect on the general law” 
JD Heydon 
• Evidence is a field in which the individual polities that make up a federation can be 

free to differ without serious practical difficulties.  
• What is a code? 

1) On one extreme view a code is legislation that is the sole and fixed source for 
resolving future problems. 

2) On a second extreme view, a code is not fixed – it is a vehicle for facilitating the 
continued growth of the law.  

3) Legislation abolishing not only all laws relating to evidence, but also rules of 
common law & the evidence rules created by certain enumerated enactments 

4) According to Heydon, the EA does not fall within these 3 categories of code  
5) The Evidence Act does not fall within these three categories of codes. There are 

two possible ways in which it may be a code: it may be a code in the sense that it 
is the sole source of law on the topics it deals with; alternatively, it may only be a 
partial code in that while it deals with some topics to the exclusion of the pre-
enactment law, in relation to other topics the general law coexists with part of the 
Act. In determining whether either possibility exists, it is necessary to search for 
plain indications in the legislative language of what its effect is. The Evidence Act is 
deficient in these indications.  

6) It may be a code in the sense that it is the sole source of law on the topics it deals 
with 

7) Alternatively, it may only be a partial code in that while it deals with some topics 
to the exclusion of the pre-enactment law, in relation to other topics the general 
law co-exists with part of the Act. 

8) Not a code b/c common law can continue to operate where EA silent e.g. – 
interlocutory proceedings  

9) In determining whether either possibility exists, it is necessary to search for plain 
indications in the legislative language of what its effect is. EA is deficient in these 
indications. 

10) The effect of s 56 is that it is not open to the courts to continue or create rules of 
exclusion: it says nothing about rules continuing or creating avenues of 
admissibility. Further, some provisions in the Act make it plain that they cover 
the field, but only their own particular field.  

• To what fields does the EA apply? 
o EA = non-exhaustive 
o In many instances one answer to these questions would rest on the view that the 



excluded topics relate more to substantive law, or procedure, than evidence. In 
other instances the answer would rest on the view that including the topics would 
make the Act unduly bulky (eg listing every circumstance where the law imposes 
a legal or evidential burden of proof in a particular way). Some instances reflect a 
decision to employ the “too hard” basket.  

• There are statutory rules of evidence not found in the EA 
• Internal differences in the EA esp. Tasmanian Act 
• 3 Alleged Pointers to Codification 
• Inferences to be drawn from the concurrent/adjacent operation of general evidence 

law 
1) One common approach to this question proceeds in two steps. The first is to 

collect instances where the Act has explicitly preserved the general law, including 
the common law. These instances reveal that the Act contemplates the 
concurrent, or adjacent, operation of various fields of general evidence law. The 
second step is to infer that in all other areas the Act operates in substitution for 
the common law. On that approach, the Act is a code in the sense that it covers 
the entire ambit of the fields it deals with, and is an exclusive and self-contained 
source of the relevant law, save where it contains a contrary indication. 

• Inferences to be drawn from fundamental provisions that cover the field 
o There are some provisions in the Act that are central elements of any system of 

evidence law, that deal with fundamental conceptions at a high level of precision, 
and that seemingly operate in such a way as to cover the field. Examples include 
the standard of proof provisions (ss 140-142), the competence and compellability 
provisions (ss 12-20) and the rules about questioning witnesses (ss 26-46).  

• Section 56 
o Provides that “except as otherwise provided by this Act” evidence that is relevant 

in a proceeding is admissible in the proceeding, & that evidence that is not 
relevant in a proceeding is not admissible 

o Hence, while leaving open the possibility that the courts could create new rules 
of admissibility on particular topics, unless this would be inconsistent with a 
particular provision, on its face s 56 appears to take away from the courts any 
capacity to create new rules of inadmissibility.  

• Supposed Pointers Against Codification 
o The Terms of the Act 
o The Legislative History  
o The Principle of Legality  

• Some common law principles that are so fundamental that they survive and coexist 
with the Evidence Act. 

• Can Authorities before EA be Relied On? 
• The Evidence Act to some extent retains the existing law and to some extent changes 

it. While it is not a code in the sense of a mere restatement in complete form of the 
existing law, and while it may not be in any sense an exhaustive and exclusive code, 
for the purposes of the rules stated in the previous paragraph it does mix restating 
and reforming elements. Some of those elements are mini-codes, some are not.  

• Reference to earlier law is permissible in the following circumstances: 
• Where law has been changed by EA, no occasion to resort to earlier authorities 

except to engage in important enquiry into what mischief was. 
• Where former law preserved by EA, cases on earlier law must be resorted to. 
• Where general language employed, seems legitimate to resort to earlier case law, at 



least where language of EA is so obscure. 
• Where EA has picked up expressions in earlier statutes that have received settled 

construction in earlier cases, appears appropriate to refer to them. 
• Where EA re-enacts common law discretions, or common law rules turning on 

matters of judgement & degree, it may be appropriate to examine the leading 
authorities. 

• Striking feature of EA is that it is dominated by provisions giving courts discretions 
to exclude evidence (or admit it on terms) or power to grant leave/permission to do 
something, or power to make a direction to do something – general factors relevant 
to grant of leave or permission or making of a direction listed in s 192 & particular 
factors listed in particular places, but tests are normally non-exhaustive. The courts 
thus have an opportunity to bring to light & isolate other significant factors, as well 
as to evaluate differing permutations of relevant factors. 

• Heydon’s conclusion on code issue: 
o The inquiry into whether the EA as a whole can be characterized as a code, or as 

a non-code, by reference to particular provisions may have approached the 
problem from a wrong angle. 

o It may be necessary not to ask that wide question, but instead to concentrate on 
the particular field under examination. 

o The effect of s 56 is that it is not open to the courts to continue or create rules of 
exclusion; it says nothing about rules continuing or creating avenues of 
admissibility. 

o Further, some provisions in the Act make it plain that they cover the field, but 
only their own particular field. 

 
1.4 Taking Objections 

• Objecting to admissibility of evidence 
• Remember trial is adversarial – fight 
• Court is there only to ensure a ‘fair fight’ – not an equalization of talent 
• Up to party t object to evidence at the trial 
• Regulation 4 Criminal Appeal Rules: D cannot make a ground of appeal on a matter 

not objected to at trial by counsel without the leave of the court. Leave of the court 
will not be given unless D can demonstrate the original error led to a miscarriage of 
justice. 

• If you had opportunity to object & you didn’t, unlikely to succeed on appeal unless 
you can prove miscarriage of justice 

• Picken (2007): Rule applied strictly. D must establish in fact that she or he lost a 
chance (real opportunity) of being acquitted. 

 
Criminal Appeal Rules r 4 
4 Exclusion of certain matters as grounds for appeal etc  
No direction, omission to direct, or decision as to the admission or rejection of evidence, 
given by the Judge presiding at the trial, shall, without the leave of the Court, be allowed 
as a ground for appeal or an application for leave to appeal unless objection was taken at 
the trial to the direction, omission, or decision by the party appealing or applying for 
leave to appeal.  
 
 
 
 



1.5 Dispensing with the Rules of Evidence 
EA s 190 
190 Waiver of rules of evidence 
(1) The court may, if the parties consent, by order dispense with the application of any 

one or more of the provisions of: 
(a) Division 3, 4 or 5 of Part 2.1, or 
(b) Part 2.2 or 2.3, or 
(c) Parts 3.2-3.8, 

in relation to particular evidence or generally. 
(2) In a criminal proceeding, a defendant’s consent is not effective for the purposes of 

subsection (1) unless: 
(a) the defendant has been advised to do so by his or her Australian legal practitioner 

or legal counsel, or 
(b) the court is satisfied that the defendant understands the consequences of giving 

the consent. 
(3) In a civil proceeding, the court may order that any one or more of the provisions 

mentioned in subsection (1) do not apply in relation to evidence if: 
(a) the matter to which the evidence relates is not genuinely in dispute, or 
(b) the application of those provisions would cause or involve unnecessary expense 

or delay. 
(4) Without limiting the matters that the court may take into account in deciding 

whether to exercise the power conferred by subsection (3), it is to take into account: 
(a) the importance of the evidence in the proceeding, and 
(b) the nature of the cause of action or defence and the nature of the subject-matter 

of the proceeding, and 
(c) the probative value of the evidence, and 
(d) the powers of the court (if any) to adjourn the hearing, to make another order or 

to give a direction in relation to the evidence. 
 
1.6 Voir dire 

• S 189: Preliminary questions as to admissibility of evidence to be dealt with, in 
certain cases (e.g. – confessions & illegally obtained evidence), by a trial within a trial 

• No absolute requirement of voir dire if challenging evidence 
• Expertise of expert witnesses dealt within voir dire 
• Compellability of witnesses dealt within voir dire 
• ‘Trials within a trial’ 
 
EA s 189 
189 Voir dire 
(1) If the determination of a question whether: 

(a) evidence should be admitted (whether in the exercise of a discretion or not), or 
(b) evidence can be used against a person, or 
(c) a witness is competent or compellable, 

depends on the court finding that a particular fact exists, the question whether that fact 
exists is, for the purposes of this section, a preliminary question. 
(2) If there is a jury, a preliminary question whether: 

(a) particular evidence is evidence of an admission, or evidence to which section 138 
(Discretion to exclude improperly or illegally obtained evidence) applies, or 

(b) evidence of an admission, or evidence to which section 138 applies, should be 
admitted, 

is to be heard and determined in the jury’s absence. 



(3) In the hearing of a preliminary question about whether a defendant’s admission 
should be admitted into evidence (whether in the exercise of a discretion or not) in a 
criminal proceeding, the issue of the admission’s truth or untruth is to be disregarded 
unless the issue is introduced by the defendant. 

(4) If there is a jury, the jury is not to be present at a hearing to decide any other 
preliminary question unless the court so orders. 

(5) Without limiting the matters that the court may take into account in deciding 
whether to make such an order, it is to take into account; 
(a) whether the evidence to be adduced in the course of that hearing is likely to be 

prejudicial to the defendant, and 
(b) whether the evidence concerned will be adduced in the course of the hearing to 

decide the preliminary question, and 
(c) whether the evidence to be adduced in the course of that hearing would be 

admitted if adduced at another stage of the hearing (other than in another 
hearing to decide a preliminary question or, in a criminal proceeding, a hearing in 
relation to sentencing). 

(6) Section 128 (10) does not apply to a hearing to decide a preliminary question. 
(7) In the application of Chapter 3 to a hearing to determine a preliminary question, the 

facts in issue are taken to include the fact to which the hearing relates. 
(8) If a jury in a proceeding was not present at a hearing to determine a preliminary 

question, evidence is not to be adduced in the proceeding of evidence given by a 
witness at the hearing unless: 
(a) it is inconsistent with other evidence given by the witness in the proceeding, or 
(b) the witness has died. 

 


